Citing, Quoting and Reproducing DAR Sources

Researchers should give proper credit for any reference in any publication or source they quote in their writing or note-taking. A proper credit line or footnote is important. This will avoid problems and misunderstandings in the future.

To reproduce or to quote extensively from any DAR publication, one must obtain permission from the appropriate part of DAR. Permission may or may not be granted, depending on the circumstances and purpose. To reproduce general DAR publications or forms, write to the Corresponding Secretary General. For the DAR Magazine or American Spirit, contact the Publications and Printing Department. For Genealogical Records Committee Reports, copyright belongs to the National Society and permission must be obtained from the DAR Library. DAR appreciates a copy of any work including significant portions of DAR-produced materials.

Citation for DAR Membership Application
“Membership application of [member’s name] (National Number) on [ancestor’s name (ancestor number)],” approved [date application was approved]; National Society Daughters of the American Revolution, Office of the Registrar General, Washington, D.C.

Fictitious example:

Citation for DAR Supplemental Application
“Supplemental application of [member’s name] (National Number, Add volume number) on [ancestor’s name (ancestor number)],” verified [date supplemental was verified]; National Society Daughters of the American Revolution, Office of the Registrar General, Washington, D.C.

Fictitious example:

Citation for Supporting Documentation on File with a Member Application or Supplemental Application
For items accessed digitally through the GRS (either in the DAR Library or remotely):
“[Type of record] [brief description of record] in Supporting Documentation with [Application or Supplemental Application] of [name of member] (national number, Add Volume number if applicable) on [ancestor’s name (ancestor number)],” [approved or verified] [date]; National Society Daughters of the American Revolution, Genealogical Research System, database (http://services.dar.org/public/dar_research/ : [date accessed]), document [document number].

Fictitious example:
“Marriage record of Josiah Walden and Hannah Jones, 20 July 1772, Putney, Vermont, in Supporting Documentation with Application of Elizabeth Jones Smith (1111111) on Josiah Walden (A1111111),” approved 19 April 2003; National Society Daughters of the American Revolution,
Genealogical Research System, database (http://services.dar.org/public/dar_research/ : (1 Jan 2015), document 99999999.

For items accessed in print form at the DAR Library or received from the DAR Library Search Services:

“[Type of record] [brief description of record] in Supporting Documentation with [Application or Supplemental Application] of [name of member] [national number, Add Volume number if applicable] on [ancestor’s name (ancestor number)],” [approved or verified] [date]; National Society Daughters of the American Revolution, DAR Library, Washington, D.C.

Fictitious example:


Citation for the GRS Database

For the Ancestor Record:

Fictitious example:

For the Member Record:
Daughters of the American Revolution, “Member Database.” database, Genealogical Research System (http://services.dar.org/public/dar_research/ : accessed [date]), [member name, National number].

Fictitious example:

For the Descendant’s Database:
Daughters of the American Revolution, “Descendants Database.” database, Genealogical Research System (http://services.dar.org/public/dar_research/ : accessed [date]), [member name, National number].

Fictitious example:

For the GRC Index:

Fictitious example:

**Citation for the Patriot Records Project**
For the PRP:
Daughters of the American Revolution, “Patriot Records Project.” database with images, Genealogical Research System (http://services.dar.org/public/dar_research/ : accessed [date]), [document title or description], document [document number], citing [original source citation].
Fictitious example:

**Citation for a Genealogical Records Committee Report**
*Note: The official and complete set of GRC Reports is held by the DAR Library. These citations are only to be used for items obtained from the DAR Library. GRC Volumes held in other repositories should be cited in a manner that reflects the specific repository from which the report was obtained.*

For a GRC report accessed in digital format at the DAR Library:
Fictitious Example:

For a GRC report accessed in digital format at the DAR Library (consisting of distinct sections/articles):
Fictitious Example:

For a GRC report accessed in print format at the DAR Library:
Fictitious Example:
For a GRC report accessed in print format at the DAR Library (consisting of distinct sections/articles):


Fictitious Example:

Citation for Daughters of the American Revolution Magazine, (now American Spirit)
The DAR Magazine has had several title changes during its existence that affect bibliographic citations.

[Note: Until v. 51 (July-December 1917) a volume comprised half a year or six issues.]

- American Monthly Magazine, v. 1 (July 1892)-v. 42 (June 1913)
- Daughters of the American Revolution Magazine, v. 43 (July 1913)-v. 72 (December 1938)
- The National Historical Magazine, v. 73 (1939)-v. 79 (1945)
- Daughters of the American Revolution Magazine, v. 80 (1946)-v. 135, n. 5 (June 2001)
- American Spirit, v. 135, no. 6 (July/August 2001) to present

For an item accessed in print format:
[Personal name]. “[article title: subtitle].” [American Spirit or appropriate preceding title], [Month Year], [page numbers].

Example:

For an item accessed in digital format:
[Personal name]. “[article title: subtitle].” [American Spirit or appropriate preceding title], [Month Year], [page numbers]. digital image, Digital Magazine Archive (http://services.dar.org/members/magazine_archive/ : accessed [date]).

Example:

Citation for NSDAR Report to the Smithsonian
Annually, until 1974, the DAR was required to submit its annual report to the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution. These then became the United States Senate Documents and parts of the U.S. Government’s Serial Set. Included within these reports over the years are various lists and compilations of Revolutionary War soldiers, cemetery records, and other genealogically important material. These volumes should be cited as is this last such report:

References to any subsection of these reports should be treated as an article in a journal with the inclusive page numbers shown.
